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1. Executive Summary
Southern California Edison (SCE) is interested in measuring the savings from energy efficiency projects at the individual
customer level that also may be discernable on the grid level in the Preferred Resources Pilot (PRP) area. SCE contracted
FirstFuel to analyze the energy use of a sample of customers that installed energy efficiency measures (EEMs) in that area
using an algorithm developed to detect significant and sustained building energy use changes independent of the date of
EEM installation. These detected changes indicate that other factors are impacting the customer’s energy use, such as
occupancy, and the impact of the EEM may be masked or heightened by these other changes. The analysis found that 54
out of 62 customers’ energy use patterns (or “baselines”) could be modeled with statistical confidence, but 8 could not
(13%). Out of the 54 customers for which a confident baseline could be modeled, 30 of the customers appear to have
behavior and building use changes that impact their net energy savings as calculated from the customer’s meter. Of the
customers with confident baseline models in this sample, offices, retail stores, and schools appeared least affected by
behavior and building use changes and generally saw the most savings at the customer meter.

2. Project Background and Goals
Southern California Edison’s PRP is a multiyear study designed to determine if clean energy resources can be acquired
and deployed to offset the increasing customer demand for electricity in the central Orange County region. Measuring the
performance and persistence of these resources is important to determining their dependability, and measuring the impact
of energy efficiency (EE) at the customer site aligns with the pilot’s “bottom-up” approach.
Over the past several decades, SCE has identified EEMs and developed EE programs to encourage customers to install
EEMs across its service territory. A long-standing challenge has been extrapolating the specific impacts of these measures
due to difficulty in appropriately accounting for behavior, productivity, and building use changes.
In this paper, “building-level” impact refers to the change in energy (or power) use due to EEMs (“recorded changes”),
adjusting for occupancy, behavior, or other non-EEM changes (“detected changes”). “Grid-level” impact refers to the net
change in energy (or power) use from pre-EEM installation to post-EEM installation, including behavioral, occupancy, or
other changes (the net total of detected and recorded changes). Previous EE program evaluations have used a combination
of building energy models, engineering estimates, billing analyses, surveys, and audits to estimate EEM savings
extrapolated across a portfolio. These traditional estimation methods have limitations in determining kWh and kW savings
attributed to a particular installation or customer site due to the complex, idiosyncratic nature of buildings and dynamic
operational influences driven by equipment efficiency, weather, and non-recurring events (e.g. changes in occupancy and
usage patterns).
This Energy Efficiency Impact Study measures the individual building-level savings from EEMs by adjusting the baseline
to incorporate detected changes. This approach is statistically rigorous and relevant for subsequent determination of the
overall grid-level impact.
To calculate the EE savings estimates, FirstFuel generated a baseline model for each building based on customer meter
data, using machine learning algorithms. These models represent a building’s energy use and behavior in varying conditions
encountered by that building throughout the year. The resulting baseline models are used to evaluate the effects of energy
efficiency interventions within a 62 building sample during the ex-post (i.e., evaluation) period.
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Using the baseline model, FirstFuel constructed a weather-normalized, “Business as Usual” (BAU) prediction for each
subject building during the post-baseline assessment period. The net difference over time between the BAU prediction and
the actual (metered) consumption estimates the change in usage over the time period. This difference is an estimate of the
grid-level impact that is observed upon implementing the EEMs in the building.
This paper represents a short summary of the combined project work and highlights of the results.

3. Analysis Approach
3.1 Building a Baseline
Commercial buildings use energy in a myriad of ways, with the typical primary drivers being heating and cooling and ambient
and task lighting. A building’s energy use responds to the outside weather conditions and occupancy (presence and activities
of the people); weather data is widely available, however, while detailed occupancy data is more difficult to capture. Most
commercial buildings exhibit repeatable operating patterns. FirstFuel developed weather-adjusted baseline models depicting
these operating patterns for a full year. Once created, these models are utilized to evaluate the effects of EE interventions.
In this analysis, approximately 2,500 commercial and industrial customers in SCE’s Preferred Resources Pilot region were
screened to find a sample that would have enough of an EE impact that the trend would still be detectable through the
erratic noise of the data. The parameters to identify the subset for analysis were loosely set as customers who had installed
EE measures after September 30, 2012 and had demand savings claims of at least 15 kW or had reported savings of at least
5% of their total peak kW, as stated in their ex ante savings.

3.2 Energy Use Pattern Change Events: Recorded and Detected
Over time, buildings go through changes that affect their energy use. For the purpose of this report, changes are grouped
into two types: (1) changes identified by the date of the EEM installation as recorded and shared by SCE, and (2) other
unknown, detected change events that have a sustained effect on energy use. Recorded changes refer to known and
documented installations of EEMs: the magnitude of these changes are reported to the CPUC as “ex-ante” savings.
Detected changes are sharp, sustained changes in energy use (increase or decrease) that FirstFuel’s change detection
algorithm identifies. Detected change events that do not appear to bear a temporal relationship to the implemented EE
measures are likely caused by some other building use or behavior change, such as change in occupancy.
As part of this project, SCE provided records of EEMs in all of the subject buildings along with the estimated dates of
deployment. Each EEM deployment constitutes a material change in the building energy use. Often, multiple EEMs
are deployed simultaneously, but the algorithm cannot separate the impacts of changes that are coincident, therefore
simultaneous EEMs are considered a single event.
In the ideal scenario, the recorded EEMs are the only significant changes occurring in the building that affect energy use
patterns. This scenario gives a cleaner comparison of the pre-installation and post-installation building changes. However, in
many buildings, this ideal situation is not available, and other significant events occur, impacting energy use. Examples may
include: (A) interior temperature set-point changes due to tenant heating/cooling requests, (B) occupancy changes, (C) office
equipment and shop machinery deployment or retirement, and (D) change in type or intensity of business activity.
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These types of large non-recurring changes (a.k.a., non-routine events, regime changes, or anomalies) can occur anywhere in
the analysis period, including baseline and post-baseline, even coinciding with the recorded EEMs. Moreover, these regime
changes sometimes have a large impact on the energy use patterns of the buildings, and can interfere with the validation of
EEM energy savings.
FirstFuel’s algorithm for non-recurring event detection determines if and when statistically significant changes to a building’s
energy use pattern have occurred. This capability is important because it recognizes exogenous changes, allowing the
adjustment of savings estimates to capture the impact of those changes. This approach is able to isolate and estimate
separately the “recorded” EEMs from the “detected” (other) changes in time – unless, of course, they occur simultaneously.

3.3 Estimating Energy Savings as Deviations from BAU Predictions
Assuming a stable baseline with unbiased predictions, changes in energy use after the baseline period will manifest as a
consistent bias between the BAU model predictions and the actual electricity consumption and demand in the post-baseline
period. Energy savings are estimated as the difference between the BAU predictions of consumption (and demand) from
the actual consumption (or actual demand) in the post-baseline period. The level of certainty (about magnitudes and percent
changes in energy consumption) is sensitive to the length of time before and after the change for both multiple recorded
changes and for detected changes. Consequently, when changes are close together, the intervals between them are
shorter, and the uncertainty of the estimates is relatively larger.

4. Results
4.1 Building Analysis Plots
Energy use plots depict the pre-installation baseline, model prediction, actual usage, detected events, and estimated savings
over the assessment period. Each building is shown twice: at a weekly level and monthly level analysis. Examples and
explanations of how the plots should be read are shown below, as well as descriptions of the 4 building categories that were
identified.
•

Actual kWh Consumption: Each customer’s actual energy use (kWh) data is presented as the blue line.

•

BAU Consumption: The business as usual prediction is shown as the green line.

•

Confidence Bounds: Confidence bounds are shown as red lines corresponding to the 95% Confidence Interval (CI). The
interpretation of these bounds is that the actual (measured) value is statistically expected to lie within the calculated
confidence band with 95% probability.

•

Recorded and Detected Changes: Overlaid on both the monthly and the weekly plots are solid bars indicating dates of
the recorded changes and dashed bars indicating the detected changes. Multiple coincident or proximate changes are
merged into single event bars.

A change is indicated when a blue line deviates from the green line at the weekly or monthly level. When the blue line is
below the green line, a reduction in energy use compared to BAU occurred, and when it is above the green line, there has
been an increase in usage for that time period (week or month). When the blue line deviates sufficiently from the green line
to cross the red bounds, it indicates that the deviation of that magnitude is very unlikely to have occurred by chance.
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As with all modeling-based approaches, there is some level of statistical uncertainty resulting from, e.g., short-term random
and unpredictable variations in energy use. To quantify the statistical uncertainty, the Coefficient of Variation of the Root
Mean Squared Error (CVRMSE) and the 95%, 90%, 80% (and 67%) Confidence Intervals on the predicted values are
provided.

4.2 Examples of Representative Analyzed Buildings
Buildings are diverse and unique, encompass complex energy use patterns, and require a detailed building-by-building
analysis. For this study, buildings were grouped into four categories; Categories 1-A, 1-B, 1-C, and 2. For Categories 1-A, 1-B
and 1-C, total or “grid-level” impact is estimated, net of all detected and recorded events. Some buildings (notably Category
1-B and 1-C) require more inquiry to understand the unique EE component of that overall impact because of the detected
changes. Category 2 represented a small portion of buildings that were not suitable for the approach because their use
patterns were so irregular, it was not possible to create a BAU with high statistical confidence. The table below outlines all
four Categories of buildings in greater detail.

Building Category

Explanation

Number

Category 1-A

No detected changes, low (<30%) CVRMSE (“well
run buildings” with consistent use patterns), and
recorded changes show decreases. These are the
“ideal” case.

24

Category 1-B

Some detected changes, but recorded changes
show decrease and otherwise reasonable.

18

Category 1-C

BAU meets fitness metrics but recorded changes
result in increases.

12

Category 2

Everything that does not fit 1-A, 1-B, or 1-C. Usually
due to highly erratic, non-repeating patterns of
consumption.

8

% of Total

87%

13%

Building Category 1-A: Ideal Buildings
Building 1, below, will represent Category 1-A. It has a stable and well-fit baseline (CVRMSE = 19%). The only recorded
change corresponds to an implemented LED lighting measure. Coinciding with the recorded measure implementation date
is an apparent reduction in energy use of approximately 42% below the business as usual prediction, which is sustained
throughout the remainder of the evaluation period. This building also does well with respect to kW demand savings during
peak periods (defined in this analysis as the hours of 12-8 PM in the months of June to October). During peak demand
periods, estimated reduction averaged 19.6 kW, as compared to the ex-ante estimate of 16.6 kW. Figure 1 provides a visual
representation of the building’s peak demand history.
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0% CVRMSE is a perfect (errorless) model. ASHRAE Guideline 14 for Whole Building hourly calibration models specifies maximum acceptable

values for CVRMSE at 30%. Figure 1 – Building 1, Weekly (top) and monthly (bottom) actual use (blue),
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Figure 1 – Building 1, Weekly (top) and monthly (bottom) actual use (blue), along with BAU prediction
(green), confidence intervals and change events
Building 1 is a very straightforward case, with a well-fit baseline and only one recorded change whose magnitude is large
compared to the model error and comprises a large fraction of total energy use.

Building Category 1-B: Buildings with detected and accounted for changes
Building 2 was involved in a change event not related to program participation, which would traditionally disqualify it from
a whole-building savings assessment. However, FirstFuel’s algorithms detect these “non-routine events” or “regime
changes” and adjust the BAU reference point to try to account for their effects on building electricity use. As shown in
Figure 2 below, Building 2 has a stable and well-fit baseline before the installation of the EEM (CVRMSE = 15%). However, a
few months before the EEM installation, there is a major change event that results in increased consumption. The detected
change results in an 83 MWh increase (projected to a full year), or a 26% increase in annual consumption of the building over
business as usual.
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Figure 2 – Building 2, weekly (top) and monthly (bottom) actual use (blue), along with BAU prediction
(green), confidence intervals and change events.
The ability to detect these unexpected changes from BAU use patterns and estimate their effects provide insights into
the behavior and use changes of the building that are impacting the meter-level savings from the EEM. .

Building Category 1-C: Buildings that Raise Questions for Operator
Category 1-C is typified by Building 3, in which the implemented measures have not resulted in a decrease of energy
use. Building 3 has two recorded change dates, with no additional dates of significant changes detected by the FirstFuel
approach. The model is very well fit (CVRMSE = 3.3% during the baseline period). Immediately following the measure
implementation, we find an increase in consumption. The data shows that after the first set of EEMs, annual consumption
increases by more than 1% (140 MWh annual) and after the second set of EEMs, consumption increases by 3% (344 MWh
annual). In this circumstance, FirstFuel recommends contacting the building manager, owner or tenant to trouble-shoot the
situation. Possible explanations may be that the implemented measures coincided with other changes to building assets or
the usage patterns changed at the same time the energy efficiency measures were installed (and perhaps they are related).
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Figure 3 – Building 3, weekly (top) and monthly (bottom) actual use (blue), along with BAU prediction
(green), confidence intervals and change events.
Building Category 2: Intractable Buildings that May Present Opportunities
Building 4 belongs to the group of buildings that experience erratic, non-repeatable energy consumption patterns and
frequent changes, to the point where the baseline model fails to attain a reasonable level of prediction accuracy (baseline
CVRMSE = 60%). While the event change algorithm identifies some changes, the results cannot be interpreted without
additional information. However, buildings with such erratic patterns may present enormous opportunities for energy
savings, via the implementation of operational measures designed to bring the building under control. There are a total of 8
Category 2 buildings in this 62 building sample set.
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Figure 4 – Building 4, weekly (top) and monthly (bottom) actual use (blue), along with BAU prediction
(green), confidence intervals and change events.
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4.3 Summary of Results
Category 2 buildings are not included in the summary results below, so these results represent 54 commercial customers in
the PRP region for which a confident model of energy use could be built:
•

Across the 54 customers for which a confident baseline could be modeled, there is a net decrease in total consumption
and demand after implementing EE measures.

•

The “total” savings (which adjusts for “detected” changes in addition to the recorded changes) was 525kW, while the
“recorded” savings (which does not adjust for “detected” changes and represents the net load drop at the customer
meter) was 413 kW across the 54 customers.

•

The ex-ante savings estimate for this group of customers was 1789 kW, so the “total” savings resulted in 29% of the
ex-ante estimate while the “recorded” savings resulted in 23% of the ex-ante estimate.

•

A total of 261 individual changes (EEMs) were recorded.

•

There were an additional 46 detected events that affected the net kWh and kW savings estimates; 30 of the customers
appear to have behavior and building use changes that impact their net energy savings as calculated from the customer’s
meter.

•

The impact of detected events was so large in some buildings that there appears to be a net increase in energy
consumption, including both recorded as well as total recorded plus detected changes. Twelve (of the 30 customers
mentioned above) exhibited an overall increase in energy use after the EEM was installed.

•

The buildings with the largest variances are mostly found in process-centric industries where the loads are less
predictable and are often dependent on unknown external factors such as demands and production schedules.

•

The analytics-enabled methodology supports the assumption that customer-driven events grossly affect the actual grid
level savings.

4.4 Customer Analysis and Trends
The detailed building-level analysis presented above can be combined with existing EE program data to yield new insights to
help SCE with its broad energy management goals. Figure 5 depicts the kW savings of recorded changes across the entire
sample population, by Building Category. This chart indicates that:
•

While most buildings exhibit net kW reductions, for reasons mentioned previously there are several that show net
increases.

•

Building Category 2 dominates both extreme ends of savings and losses.

•

For 2/3rds of the customers analyzed here, the implemented EE programs appear to result in some net load decrease.
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Figure 5 - Effect of recorded changes on Building-level kW demand impacts

Figure 6 – Grid-level kW demand and kWh consumption impacts per building, by sector
Figure 6 depicts the average grid-level impacts per building for each sector across the 54 building sample. Note the
differences amongst varying building use types.
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5. Conclusions and Next Steps
Verifying the actual impact of projected ex-ante savings estimates for a population of buildings and heterogeneous set
of measures is a large challenge, due to dynamic and ever-changing occupancy, usage patterns, equipment efficiency,
operations, and weather. The major conclusions of this study are as follows:
1.

FirstFuel’s methodology estimated 531 kW of power savings from the total changes (261 recorded changes and
46 “detected” events) across 54 customers for which a high-confidence baseline model could be fit. A sensitivity
analysis for the Category 1-A through 1-C buildings (N=54) yielded the following results:
a.

At a 95% Confidence Interval2 , the methodology would be able to confirm

		i.

A 5% or less change in consumption in 73% of the buildings, and

		ii.

A 10% or less change in consumption in 93% of the buildings

b.

At an 80% Confidence Interval2, the methodology would be able to confirm

		i.

A 5% or less change in consumption in 78% of the buildings, and

		ii.

A 10% or less change in consumption of in 95% of the buildings.

The sensitivity (width of the Confidence Interval) depends on the period of time (e.g., 30, 60, 90 or 180 days) used during
the monitoring period to assess if an event did indeed occur. The shorter the period after an event happens, the more
statistical uncertainty there is about the change in consumption. Conversely, the longer the monitoring period is after an
event happens, the more statistically certain the change is, provided the effects of that change persist during that period.
Essentially, one way to increase the certainty of analytics-enabled measurement is by providing a longer period of continuous
observation.
2.

From a grid impact perspective, the approach found considerable variance between the traditional ex-ante
savings projections and those generated by the analytics-enabled methodology when looking at building-level
impacts of EEMs. Even adjusting the BAU for “detected” changes, the measured savings was approximately a third of
the ex-ante savings, indicating that there may be many additional building use changes that could not be accounted for
with this adjustment methodology. Furthermore, traditional ex-ante estimations have limited application from a locationspecific grid impact perspective. For such granular analyses, the calculated or deemed ex-ante savings estimates are not
the best proxy; these numbers have higher confidence when used in an aggregated manner, though.

3.

An analytics-enabled approach, with rigorous detection of non-recurring events, can inform whether and how
much the model should be adjusted to account for customer changes unrelated to EE measures. Individual
buildings experience many unrecorded, large changes that often offset the load reduction of recorded EE measures at
the grid level. Several of the analyses presented in this report illustrate this phenomenon (see description of category
1-B & 1-C buildings). Traditional regulatory attribution-focused, ex-ante estimation approaches do not account for large
non-recurring events. The analytics-enabled methodology provides additional information by identifying the presence
of customer-driven events that significantly affect the actual grid level savings from EEMs. Having this knowledge
empowers system planners to ascribe discrete value, including identifying EEMs that contribute to better management
of overall grid impact goals. These types of EEMs could support a “pay for performance” type of model.

2

Using a 180 day monitoring period
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4.

The analysis indicates that some commercial sectors may correlate with greater grid-level savings than others.
Further analysis is needed to determine if grid level impact of EEMs and EE incentives in certain sectors are
more discernable. The small sample analysis (N=62) does suggest clear correlations between EE program incentives
and kWh savings. In particular, sectors such as Schools, Offices, and Food Stores show a positive correlation between
the provision of EE incentives and kWh savings. However, other sectors like Misc. Commercial and Warehouses
appear to show negative correlation i.e., net energy increase against incentive payout. In these latter sectors, EE
savings may be overwhelmed by external factors such as large ramp up in production schedules. Further study
(outside the scope of this study), with more detailed knowledge of production schedules etc., and a larger sample size
is needed to illuminate the effectiveness of EE incentives for these sectors.

The conclusions and sensitivity analysis results above demonstrate an analytics-based approach to estimating customerspecific EE savings at the grid level. The ability to draw broader, general conclusions is limited by the small sample size.
This approach tested a methodology to estimate the impact of behavior changes (that can be statistically detected) on
the overall energy savings. The methodology is unable to separate the behavior impact from the EEM impact when they
occur simultaneously, however, and this limitation may account for the fact that the “total” savings estimate was about a
third of the ex-ante estimate. Data quality issues may also play a part in this difference. Calculating the impact from only
“recorded” changes, (that is, measuring the net load drop without adjustments for “detected” changes) is a conservative
approach to measuring the energy savings, but may be an appropriate option for calculating savings at the customer level
at high volume.
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